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Intro: [G Gadd9 | GM9 GM9/D | CM7 CM9 | GM9 G] 
 

[G] Lying in bed [GM9 GM9/D] he thought of  
[CM7] London, [CM9] New York, [GM9] Heaven and [G] Hell [GM9] 
[G] on an early after[GM9]noon [GM9/D] 
[CM7] as he dis[CM9]covered [GM9] time in his [G] room 
 [Cm6/7] Tomorrow when he [G] wakes  
 [Cm6/7] what will he [Em7] say of to[Ds4]day [D] was it the 
 [C69] longest of days [C69] 

 

Solo: [G | GM9 GM9/D | CM7 CM9 | GM9 G :] 
 

[G] Rushing through the [GM9] streets [GM9/D] 
[CM7] late for the first [CM9] time an  
a[GM9]ppoint[G]ment to keep [GM9]  
[G] with the rest of his [GM9] life [GM9/D] 
[CM7] time is [CM9] ticking [GM9] time’s [G] dancing by 
 [Cm6/7] Tomorrow when he [G] wakes 
 [Cm6/7] what will he [Em7] say of to[Ds4]day [D] was it the 
 [C69] longest of days [C69] tomorrow when he  
 [Em7] wakes… he'll [Ds4] say [D] that was the  
 [C69] longest of days [C69] …and how I used to 
 

Bridge: [CM7] dance first, think afterwards  
  [G/D] that's what the order was  

 [CM7] when I wouldn't be anyone but  
[G/D] me…now I   
[CM7] think twice I over analyze 
[G/D] I've got no alibis  

       [B7] for just being [Em7] me you  
 [Ds4] see [D] Ooh [C69] Ooh [C69] 
 

 



The Longest Of Days 2 

 
Solo: [G | GM9 GM9/D | CM7 CM9 | GM9 G GM9 :] 
 

[G] Half-joking he smiles [GM9 GM9/D]  
[CM7] I guess I'm [CM9] stuck with me [GM9] for a[G]while 
[G] but now as he turns to go [GM9] and heads for home [GM9/D] he's 
in [CM7] time with the [CM9] ticking he’s [GM9] tapping his [G] toes 
 [Cm6/7] Tomorrow when he wakes [G]  
 [Cm6/7] he now knows what he'll [Em7] say of to[Ds4]day 
 [D] It was the [C69] longest of days [C69] and that's  
 o[Em7]kay he'll say [Ds4 D] ahead are  
 [C69] shorter days [stop] than the longest of  
 

Exit:  [G] days [GM9 GM9/D] 
  [CM7 CM9 | GM9 G GM9] than the longest of 
  [G] days [GM9 GM9/D] 

[CM7 CM9 | GM9 G GM9] how I use to  
[G] dance first think [GM9] after[GM9/D]wards  
[CM7] that’s what the [CM9] order was 
[GM9] when I wouldn't be [G] anyone [GM9] anyone but me 
[G] me [GM9 GM9/D | CM7 CM9 | GM9 G] 

 
 

G [x32010] Gadd9 [x30010] GM9 [x30000] GM9/D [330000] 
CM7 [x33210] CM9 [xx3000] Cm6/7 [131131] Em7 [x02010] 
Ds4 [300013] D [320003] C69 [100011] G/D [332010] 
B7 [020100]    

 
Guitar Chords  ***Capo 7th*** 
Verse One: | C | CM9 CM9/G | FM7 FM9 | C9 C :| Fm6/7 | C | Fm6/7 | Am7 | Gs4 G | F69 | 
Verse Two: | C | CM9 CM9/G | FM7 FM9 | C9 C :| Fm6/7 | C | Fm6/7 | Am7 | Gs4 G | F69 |      | Am7 | Gs4 G | F69 |     | 
Bridge: | FM7 | C/G :| FM7 | C/G | E7 | Am7 | Gs4 G | F69 |     |  
Verse Three: | C | CM9 CM9/G | FM7 FM9 | C9 C :| Fm6/7 | C | Fm6/7 | Am7 | Gs4 G| F69 | Am7 | G11 G | F69 |      | 
 
 
 


